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Abstract 

This paper discusses a neural network approach to on-line control learning and real-time 
implementation for a flexible space robot manipulator. We at 6rst overview the system 
development of the Self-Mobile Space Manipulator (SI@) and discuss the motivations of 
our research. Then, we propose a neural network to leam control by updating feedforward 
dynamics based on feedback control input. We address in great detail the implementation 
issues associated with on-line training s!mtegics and present a simple stochastic training 
scheme. A new recurrent neural network architactme is proposed, and the performance is 
greatly improved in comparison to the standard neural network. By using the proposed 
leaming scheme, manipulam trajectory error is reduced by 85%. At last, we discussed the 
implementation of the proposed scheme in telcopnated conwl. The approach possesses a 
high degree of generality and adaptability in various applications and will be a valuable 
method in learning control for robots working in unconstructed envimmnents. 





1 Introduction 

Robotic technology is useful in space exploration, for eliminating the need of astronauts 
working in inhospitable environments, and for promoting the productivity that astronauts 
might achieve. In design of a space manipulator, energy efficiency and micro-gravity effezts 
must be considered. For this reason. the robot manipulator is normally designed as a light- 
weight smcture which presents a significant flexibility between links and results in a chal- 
lenge in conml. The flexibility of a multidegrees of freedom manipulator providing three 
dimensional motion is difficult to model, and thus most model-based control schemes are 
infeasible. On the other hand, because of the light-weight s m c m  and micro-gravity condi- 
tion, the joint torque is relatively much lower than in indusaial manipulators, thus joint fric- 
tion is relatively much higher. For the space robot manipulator developed in our laboratory, 
the torque for friction compensation is more than 30% of the total torque applied, compared 
to about 3% for normal industrial manipulators. 

The smctural flexibility and joint frictions cause an extreme difficulty in modeling the 
manipulator dynamics and providing a stable, efficient motion. To eliminate the high order 
vibrations of the suucture, we apply a low-pass filter to the measured joint values. The sys- 
tem bandwidth, however, is decreased by the low-pass filters, and hence the speed of the 
manipulator motion is greatly limited. At the s a m e  time, relatively low feedback gains must 
be selected for each joint so to prevent low-mode vibration and maintain stable rnanipula- 
tion. Although the effects of friction are decreased by the use of a moving-sum integral error 
feedback term, the gains assmiated with these tenns are limited to low values to avoid creat- 
ing instabilities resulting from underdampened conml. Working within these limitations, 
control of SW without a dynamic model yields large trajectory errors. 

We have been working on several adaptive control schemes, but the result depends on the 
structure of the mcdel and computation is expensive. The approach of neural networks to 
dynamic modeling is not resmcted by a model and is computationally efficient, This paper 
focuses on a neural network approach to real-time learning conml and implementation for a 
flexible space manipulator. First, we overview the Self-Mobile Space Manipulator (SM) 
project testbed. We then introduce the concept of feedback-error-learning as a method of 
training a neural network. Details associated with the implementation and training are dis- 
cussed. By using the proposed neural network scheme, the manipulator trajectory error is 
reduced by 85%. Finally, we purpose an interactive method of operator guided learning of 
local manipulator dynamics to improve the execution of teleoperated tasks. This direction 
promises to be particularly helpful during teleoperated tasks involving payloads which may 
substantially affect the dynamic properties of the manipulator. 
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2 The Self-Mobile Space Manipulator Testbed 

Figure 1: Concept pictnm afthe symmetric robot, SM'. wbne w e  end is attached to the trusswork 
fixing joints 8 and 9, the remfiniagjainta 1-7 provide a 7-DOF manipulator configuration. 

2.1 Basic Concept 
In the Robotics Institute at Carnegie Mellon, we have developed a light-weight and low- 

cost robot [1,2] that provides independent mobility on the Space Station exterior and at the 
same time is capable of accomplishing manipulation tasks. We call this robot the Self- 
Mobile Space Manipulator, or SI@. This robot would primarily be used for visual inspec- 
tion, material transport, and light assembly. To achieve the mobility of the robot on the 
Space Station tn~sswork. the robot walker is of minimum size and complexity. As shown in 
Figure 1,  SMZ is a symmetric robot having nine joints, two slendcr links, and two end-effec- 
tor at both ends. One type of end-effector is used to attach to trusswork providing mobility 
and the other serves as a general purpose gripper during manipulation tasks. Walking is 
accomplished by alternate grasping and nleasing at the ausswork attachment locations, and 
swinging of the feet &om one mss attachment location to the next. Using such steps with 
alternate feet, SM can move across the exterior of the h~~sswork. At any given time one 
uuss gripper is attached to a mss beam, fixing the two degrees of freedom associated with 
the general purpose end-effector on the same end. This provides a 7-DOF serial configura- 
tion for manipulation. Thus, the general purpose end-effector defines the tip of the robot, 
while the truss gripper at the other end acts as the robot's base. 

2.2 Design and Hardware 
In order to perform nalistic experiments in the laboratory, we designed and built a ID-size 

laboratory robot based on a hypothetical, full-size, self-contained robot to be used on the 
Space Station (see Figure 2). We used scaling rules to keep the dynamics parameters 
(masses, stiffness, natural fiquencies, linear speeds) of the scaled&wn robot similar to 
those of the hypothetical one. Overall dimensions of the truss and robot were reduced to 1/3, 



Figure 2: Photograph of SMz supported by gravity eompens8tbr1 system GCII. The axh Of mtation of 
the CCII is aligned with the k e d  end oftbe mbot. 

while local dimensions (joints and grippers) were kept equal. This allows the testbed to be 
used in an average size laboratory, while mechanisms are not unworkably small. Each joint 
contains a rare-earth-magnet DC motor; harmonic-drive speed m r  (60: 1 or 100: 1 ratio); 
and optical encoder on the motor shaft to measure joint angle. The motors and drive compo- 
nents were selected and arranged to give maximum power and toque in a small, light- 
weight package. Presently, the robot is tethered to the computcr hardware. The software has 
been developed on the Chimera II [3] experimental real-time system. We also have installed 
a BIT3 bus adapter which controls conrmunication on the VME bus between the real-time 
processors (2 Ironics CF'Us) and host Sun. 

2.3 Gravity Compensation System 
The absence of gravitational forces in orbit has a dramatic effect on the design and opera- 
tion of robots. To permit realistic testing on Earth we have developed two gravity compensa- 
tion systems (GCI and GCII) that balance the significant gravitational effects on the robot. 
Each system includes a vertical counterweight system and an actively controlled horizontal 
system. The vertical system comprises a counterweight mechanism, and a series of pulleys 
and cables that provide a constant upward force to balance the robot while only increasing 
the inertia of the system by 10%. Horizontal motions are servocontrolled to keep the support 
point above the robot. An optical sensor mounted on the carriage of the GC measures the 
deviation from the vertical of the support cable connecting the caniage to the robot. A ser- 
voconmller tries to null this deviation by driving motors causing the above gantry to move. 
The first system (GQ), having a Cartesian XY based axis gantry, is used for mobility exper- 
iments. The second system (GCII) shown in Figure 2, which operates in cylindrical coordi- 
nates, has a boom pivoted above the fixed end of the robot, and a carriage that moves dung 
the boom to match the radial movements of the robot. Although the GCII system does not 
permit mobility, it is more suited for delicate manipulation experiments since the ganuy axis 
coincide with the principle axis of movement of the robot in the horizontal plane. All exper- 
iments in this paper are conducted using the GCII system. 



3 Learning Control with Neural Networks 

Figure 3: Bhxk diagram of the general concept of learning conbol through error feedback learning. em 
and Or describe the reference output of the plant and the measured output of the plant respectively. 

'net . mpectwely. Note that the feedback from the controller ia aged to teach the neural network. 
and L( describe the output signal ofthe neural network and the feedback signal of the controller 

3.1 Feedback-Error-Learning Concept 
To learn the dynamic mcdcl of Sw we employed the method of n e d  network feedback- 
error-learning [4]. Inspired from the proficiency of learned control demonstrated in biologi- 
cal systems, the neural network &vclopes an inverse dynamics model through experience. 
More specifically, this neural network scheme uses the e m  obtained from the linear con- 
troller (i.e. PID or PD) to adapt the weights of the neural network (Figm 3). Using a feed- 
forward neural network architecture trained using backprupagation [5] ,  the network learns 
to become what is commonly r e f e d  to as the feedfornard term of the system. The unique- 
ness of learning through feedback lies in the ability to learn mappings where the target val- 
ues are not known, only a signal e s h t i n g  the error in the present output is available. 
Therefore, the network lcams by continually estimating the target from the feedback error 
signal received from the wnmllcr. Equation1 shows the target estimation, ?:orget, a s a  
function of u and zief representing the feedback Mor and the actual output of the network 
at time I. 

The process of modeling the manipulator dynamics is then accomplished on-line, during 
system execution. After each system cycle the weights of the network are updated so as to 
minimize the error fedback. In time the neural network learns the correct network output to 
produce the desired/reference output of the plant, and in turn the feedback signal decreases. 
Teaching neural networks by emor feedback has betn shown to yield improved performance 
is several simulation studies [4,6,7]. However, there been little work regarding the real-time 
implementation, and the advantages of the approach as well as various implementation 
issues cannot be revealed from simulation. This is one of the motivations of our research. 
Second, as we addressed previously, SMZ is a flexible space manipulator and the dynamics 
are difficult to model, yet cannot be neglected. Therefore, we cannot use the conventional 
computed-torque method where an exact mcdel is needed for complete cancellation of the 
nonlinear dynamics of the system. Having no feedforward compensation, however, is also 
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not acceptable since the feedback term can only generate approximately 50% of the total 
torque necessary for acceptable tracking. In addition, since Sw is limited to low feedback 
gains but possesses significant frictions, large static errors are observed. Presented in this 
paper, the approach of neural networks trained by feedback-error-learning is shown to 
greatly reduce both tracking e m  and static errors. 

0 computation 
0 transduction 

Figure 4: Block diagram of control flow for SM2nsing a neural network. em, e 
the measure joint angle position, the 6ltered measure joint angle position, and tcmference joint angle 
position respectively. u aud e rep-t the PID feedback signal used for motor control and the PD 
feedback signal osed to correa the network. Z,, , and Z 
network and tbe composite torque to be sent to i%e 
network produced by the preprocessing step (ia normalizing and sobcomponent cornpition). 

, and represent 

represent the output toque value of the 
rep-@ the input vector to the neural 

3.2 Neural Network Control Architecture 
The first three joints from the base of the Shl2position the end-effector and payload in gross 
motion. Thus, these joints are the most difficult to control because they are restricted to low 
conaoller gains to maintain stability, avoiding excitation of shuctural hquencies. For this 
reason, our experiments will be resmcted to learning control to these first three joints from 
the base. Since the configuration of the remaining dorsal joints will remains constant 
throughout the experiments, none of the networks are given inputs dependent on the dorsal 
joints. As a result, this forces the networks to view the dorsal joint system as a lumped mass. 
Each network has as inputs the particular reference velocity and reference acceleration asso- 
ciated with that joint and several additional terms which are dependent on the other two 
remaining joints. All inputs a normalized such that each maximum input value is less than 
one. The scaling constants are determined by the robot before learning starts. By normaliz- 
ing all inputs we provide each input with an equal chance to be utilized while discouraging 



potential saturation problems of neurons in the proceeding layers. Each network has one 
output representing the f e e d f o m d  torque texm. Internally each network has two hidden 
layers of 13 and 20 neurons. The neurons of the hidden layers possess sigmoid transfer func- 
tions with activation range [-1,1] while the output neuron has a linear transfer function. As is 
usually the. caw, the sigmoid transfer function was selected to aid in modeling the nonlinear- 
ities of the system. On the other hand, since it is unclear what the desired range of the output 
activations should be, the output neurons are given a linear transfer function resulting in an 
unbound activation range. The torque applied to each joint is the sum of the network activa- 
tion torque and the controller feedback torque. A diagnun of the system as applied to SM is 
shown in Figure 4. 

Since the dynamics of each joint are depended on mon than simply the reference velocity 
and reference acceleration of that joint, we provide each network with several additional 
input terms that describe some of the stronger &pendencies on the other joints. The terms 
chosen are subcomponents of the dynamics equations for the h t  three joints when using a 
lumped-mass, rigid-body model. 

We could use an exact model for the flexible manipulator, but this would be mom complex. 
These preprocessed input term provide dependencies between joinB. They also allow the 
network to implicitly assume some known nonlinear relations among joints. As a result, the 
speed and accuracy at which the network may lcam the correct dynamics increases. This 
method has been proven successful in prtvious studies [4]. Table 1 shows the inputs for 
each of the three joints. These terms are actually a subset of those originally proposed by the 
earlier study [4]. Each term represents a subcomponent used in the derivation of the inertial, 
centripetal, Coriolis, or frictional components of the joints. 

Table 1 

Inputs to the three nenrsl netw-orks for joints 0,1, and 2 rrspeetively. 

3.3 Wajectory Sequence Training Scheme 
A common problem found in training neural networks is ensuring that the training patterns 
are evenly distributed across the problem domain. In the case of mining thrce joints of a 
manipulator the domain is trajectories. Note that the imjectory domain should not be con- 



fused with the workspace domain of the manipulator. A trajectory sequence could train 
evenly across the workspace, but still be very narrow in the types of trajectories it was 
aained with. 

There are several challenges that are specific to training neural networks on-line. One prob- 
lem with repeatedly training over a hed sequence of dismbuted trajectories is overlearning 
the sequence which has been shown to lead to poor generalization [SI. Another problem is 
that the method of teaching a task by presenting local portions of the task one at a time is not 
suitable for on-line training of neural networks [SI. The lack of diversity for a sustained 
period of time results in the degeneration of information previously encoded within the net- 
work. In essence, the network “forgets”. Both of these factors discourage the use of deter- 
ministic schemes. 

Training through on-line feedback also places challenges on how the networks should 
update their weights. Most off-line training in large, complex domains is done by updating 
the network using the accumulated gradient across a set of training patterns. This method 
enhances learning by inmasing the network’s ability to reach the global solution. Unfortu- 
nately, for on-line uaining of manipulator dynamics this is &cult since defining what pat- 
terns should be in a training set is not straightforward. Furthemme, since the networks are 
training on error signals and not known targets the actual error signal is itself only an esti- 
mation, The estimations of the target values change over timc, therefore reexwencing old 
patterns used in a training set to gain new estimations is essential for convergence. If learn- 
ing over a W i n g  set is applied here, difEculties arise in determining how to sequence the 
execution of the trajectories to include the input patterns of the training set and how to deter- 
mine what members of the set should be replaced or reexperienced. 

Considering these issues the option of training by a simple scheme of stochastically gener- 
ated trajectolies appears to avoid many of the potential problems pointed out earlier. At the 
same time, a stochastic approach ensures a more continuously distributed sequence of uain- 
ing trajectories. For this reason mining over a trajectory set, or epoch, is less essential. 
Instead, updating the network continuously based on only the previous e m  gradient is suf- 
ficient. 

The most obvious approach to a pseudo-random trajectory generating scheme is to repeat- 
edly produce a random point in the 3 degrees-of-freedom workspace and execute the trajec- 
tory from the present configuration to the produced endpoint configuration. The workspace 
of the manipulator is defined not by physical joint limitations but by polar coordinates. 
Because there are stability limitations due to the degree of extension of the manipulator tip 
and physical limitations due to the placement of the trusswork, specifying trajectory end- 
points in polar coordinates as shown in Figure 5 is the easiest way to define the legal work- 
space for uaining. The polar endpoint is then transformed into joint space for trajectory 
calculations. There is still a problem with training using sequences of trajectories defined by 
connecting random points in the workspace. Although the configuration endpoints are 
evenly distributed, the actual trajectory ffied by the difference between the two bounded 
random endpoints is not evenly distributed (when integrated over all possible endpoint pos- 
sibilities). This is illustrated in Figure 6. As a partial solution to this problem, a critical dif- 
ference value (in radians) has been defined for each joint In order for a random endpoint to 



be valid, at least one joint must have a movement greater than the critical value for that joint. 
The test is repeated until a valid new endpoint is found. In short, this solution does not given 
an even distributed, but it does provide a simple solution which does not bias toward smaller 
hajectories. 

Figure 5: The representation Or polar cowdinste~ d&ed by 8.0, id R. Ench pprameter has a 
selected minimum and maximum. Far SM', the aOrrSprer deewd hy tbe h i t s  forms a quartersphere 
with a hollow center. 

The najectory is intexplated in joint space using the trigonometric functions shown in 
Equation 2-4 for each joint. 

p=m-sin(2~*nt)* (inn) (EQ 2) 

where nt is normalized time between [O,l] during trajectory execution. Note all joints use 
the same nt. The current value of nt is defined as shown: 

nt = i /  ( m a )  EQ 3) 
where o is the sampling frequency, a is the specified period of the trajectory, and i is the 
index counter which is incremental after each iteration of execution.Thc h-ajecmq is then 
defined as a function of nt : 

e = 90 + A e'p (EQ 4) 

where, for a particular field of joint space,e is the present reference position, eois the initial 
position, and A €I represents the Werence between the initial and end positions. 

An upperbound velocity magnitude is selected €or each joint. The period of the actual tra- 
jectory is defined by the period of whichever joint is found to take the most time at the 
upperbound velocity. In this way each trajectory will contain at least me joint which is exe- 
cuting at maximum velocity. Although we have limited the variety of trajectories by select- 
ing a specific trajectory scheme of interpolation and period selection, the portion of the 
trajectory domain has been selected to most closely match the required types of trajectories 



used by most applications of the manipulator 

Figure 6: Example of relative pmbbility distribution of tao discrete parameter endpoints and 
pmbability distribution oftbe dKTerenec ofthe two parameter endpoints. 

In summary, we have developed an algorithm for effectively mining the ~t three joints of 
SM2 over the desired workspace. This algorithm may lx expanded to work with different 
manipulators. Below is an outline of the trajectory generation process: 

Algorithm 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5 .  

Select u random pint  in polar coordinatea and iransfm the point into joint space mar- 
dinates. 

Check to see ifthe magnitude ofthe difference Wwcen the. prescntposition and candi- 
date endpint is gnsm than the critical amount fa each of the joints. If no difference is 
above the thresholQrepeat step 1 else p e e d  to step 3. 

Select the b e  paiOa of the eajeelory by using the maximum of the periods computed 
from each individual joint execuring the pint najectory at maximum velocity. 

Generate actual uajectory and execute. 

R e m  to step 1. 

3.4 Initial Issues 
Before discussing particular experiments, several of the initial issues encountered regarding 
learning convergence are discussed. One of the first problem experienced during learning 
was the saturation of neurons in the hidden layers. This resulted from backpropagating from 
the linear neuron with an unbound error signal to the hidden layer neurons possessing 
bounded activation levels and expecting bounded error signals. To avoid saturations we 
have lowered the learning rate for all the connections other than the output neuron connec- 
tions. This allows the output connections to establish the large weight values needed to gen- 
erate. the desired range of output activations before the hidden layer connections saturate in 



an attempt to create activations which are out of their range. 

Since we are tmining on-line, the initial state of the network must maintain the manipula- 
tor's stability. Therefore, it is difficult to initialize the network with random weights having 
large ranges (i.e. 1x1 > 1) since this results in random outputs of larger magnitudes creating 
instabilities in control. On the other hand, initializing the network with random weights hav- 
ing a small range (Le. 1x1 < 0.05) slows learning since the weight changes proportional to 
the weight value. To overcome the delay in learning associated with the use of small initial 
weight values, the network's learning rate. is amplified by a factor of five for the first 20 sec- 
onds. This "shock" allows the weights to mole quickly overcome the period where little 
learning is accomplished due to the small magnitude of the connection weights. 

In preliminary experiments using the error signal generated by the PID conaoller was found 
to cause large aajecmy endpoint overshooting duing learning. Since the integral term of 
the controller causes large increases in error feedback for near-static errors, the network was 
led to believe that more torque should be applied during the 6nal portion of the trajectories. 
Over the learning phase. the network slowly converges to the correct action by alternating 
between undershooting and overshooting the target over the training trajectories. In view of 
these observations, manipulators with low bandwidth operation and high frictional effects 
should use PD feedback signals, not PID feedback signals, as the network teaching signal. 
For our experiments we use a PID signal to conml the manipulator and a PD signal to teach 
the network. Although PID is used to control the manipulator, the trade-off between having 
less uacking and less static error and having underdampened performance limits us to con- 
siderably low integral gains. 



4 Implementation 

For each of the following experiments the manipulator is autonomously mined in the man- 
ner previously described The learning period is selected as the minimal leaming time 
required until observed improvement in performance ceases (observed from MSE). This 
time interval was found to be 600 seconds. After the learning phase the network adaptation 
is turned off, and a test trajectory sequence of60 seconds is executed. The results of the test 
sequence are shown for each experiment. The control frequency of the manipulator is 40 Hz. 
Because of computational limitations, the neural networks are limited to a frequency of 25 
Hz. Controller gains w m  empirically determined to provide the best conventional perfor- 
mance possible without mating instabilities. 

4.1 Experiment I 

Figure 7: The neural network architecture used Tor each ofthe three joint ill ExpeI'hent I. Each layer Is 
fully connected. 

The first experiment uses the standard network architecture shown in Figure7 for each of the 
three joints. As learning commences the mean controller feedback signal decreases as the 
neural network plays an increasing feedforward role. By the end of the training phase the 
mean feedback signal for each joint had typically decreased by 65%. A comparison of the 
test sequence performance between PID control and PID with learned neural control is 
shown in Figure 9. There is an obvious improvement in tracking using the neural networks, 
but there is a problem in the latter portions of several uajectory segments in the test 
sequence of joint 0. The e m s  are due to over-deacceleration outputted by the network 
causing a reverse in motion and resulting in static errors. Because the ratio of inertial mass 
to friction is large for joint 0 relative to the other joints, joint 0 relies more on applying 
reverse torques to deaccelerate while joints 1 and 2 rely more on frictions to deaccelerate. 
As would be expected from this observation, the other two joints do not exhibit this prob- 
lem. Rather, both tracking error and static error decreased for joints 1 and 2. To overcome 
some of the limitations of this network's architecture, the next experiment focuses on pro- 
viding a network architecture with temporal context in improve the modeling capacity. 
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4.2 Experiment 11 

,,,,ygys 
10 sigmoid neurons 
Recurrent Layer 1 

Figure 8: The new neural network wcbhcmm d for aeh of the three jobt m Eqwlment JI. Note 
the first bidden layer is composed d two hdve~. The activations of the right half @lack neorons) are 
determined 88 before, but the activatio~ ofthe hh bpll (gmy n-) aredetermined by idhidually 
applying a transfer function to nemma oftbe right W. Note that ach level is fully connected. 

The major limitation of the network used in Exptnment I was that its output torque was 
only dependent on the inputs applied at that instant. Inothcr words, the networkdid not pos- 
sess the ability to evaluate the new inputs using any Context obtained frmn previous inputs. 
Many investigations into recurrent nttworks have p v e n  successful in providing context 
which improves the network’s capacity to learn [5,6,9]. Some of the more popular 
approaches feed back activation levels of output neurons or hidden neurons as input for the 
next feedforward cycle. For our network application, recurrency of the hidden layer activa- 
tion vector is investigated since it has more information capacity in comparison to the output 
scalar. Network instability problems associated with directly feeding back the previous hid- 
den layer 1 state as inputs - avoided by feeding them instead into hidden layer 2 as 
shown in Figure 8. This network architecture was applied to SMzusing the standard m s f e r  
function z-I (1 iteration delay) . Unfortunately the network had the same performance as that 
of Experiment I. The input values between the previous and present iterations differ so little 
that the feature roles between the corresponding neurons of two halves were identical. 

Two modifications are made to aid the network in utilizing temporal knowledge. F i t ,  use 
the recurrent vector to present the difference betwm the current and previous states of hid- 
den layer 1. Second, increase the temporal interval W i g  applied. Combining these modifi- 
cations amounts to taking the difference of the moving average of the activations over a 
fixed time period In summarizing the modification, we use the same architecture as in Fig- 
ure 8, but the aansfer function has been modified to that shown in Equation 5. 

1 - 2-b - 
b 

Note b represents the interval size in iterations of the window used in compute the moving 
average. The moving average interval was selected to be 0.5 seconds, or 12 iterations at 25 



Hz. After applying this architecture, the performance improved over that of Experiment I by 
50%. A comparison can be made between Experiment I and Experiment II using Figure 9. 
Most notably, the problems observed in joint 0 have been overcome. At the same time sev- 
eral noticeable static errors existed in Joint 1 and Joint 2 using the architecture of Experi- 
ment I, but are now overcome using the recurrent architecture of Experiment II. 

conaol Type 

PD 
PID 
m/NN Exp I 
PIDi” Exp I1 

4.3 Experimental Results 
Shown in Table 2 is a comparison of the mean square error (MSE) over the entire test tra- 

jectory sequence using various control architectures. Note that learning was turned off for 
the test trajectoq sequence execution. 

Table 2 
Comparison of the mean 4ua1-e error (radian!?) 

Joint0 Joint 1 Joint 2 

0.1342 0.0064 0.0089 
0.0350 0.0012 0.0030 
0.0101 O.ooo4 0.0010 
0.0046 o.ooo1 o.ooo5 

I I I I 

In Table 2 one may note that the addition of integral control decnased the controller error by 
typically 74%. Even so, ~IIWS are still visible from the trajectory plots using PID. The inm- 
duction of neural networks into the control scheme was found to reduce the MSE by 
typically 85% in comparison to PID, and 96% in comparison to PD. 

Although the MSE is an effective method of measuring performance, there is ambiguity in 
what types of e m  the MSE value is reflecting because the MSE is a mixture of both steady 
state errors (errors still pnsent when the reference is constant) and hacking errors. When 
observing the joint mjectoxy plots for PJD in F i g m  9, we see the primary problem with 
joint 0 is tracking error, and in joints 1 and 2 the problems are more results of steady state 
error(s). The network architecture of Experiment I decreased the MSE by primarily improv- 
ing the uacking errors, but steady state errors still remained noticeable. The modeling 
required to overcome the remaining e m s  was iirst hypothesized to be the most context 
dependent. This hypothesis was verified by using a recurrent network to provide context 
information to successfully overcome the (near-)steady state e m s .  Looking at the plots 
(Figure 9) from Experiment II, we see the differential moving-average recurrent network 
architechm was able to improve the control such that both types of errors decreased sub- 
stantially. 
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Figure 9: The above plob sbm the performance of tbc three joints for tbc test t r a m r y  seqnence over 
various control architeeturn Rdereofe trajectories are S l r m  in solid and m e a s d  are in dashed. 



5 Applying Neural Networks with Man-In-The-Loop 

5.1 Teleoperated Learning 
While autonomous control is reasonable for locomotion. teleoperation is an efficient and 

feasible approach to the conml of manipulation in space applications. We have developed a 
teleoperation interface with the Bird, a commercial, 6-1)(3F, free-flying hand controller that 
provides position and orientation of a radio transmitter (stationary) relative to a receiver 
(moving). The moving pan of the Bird is mounted on a movable structure to improve the 
stability of the human arm during operation as shown in Figure 10. 

The study of dynamic modeling of (flexible) manipulators rarely considers human interac- 
tion with the learningladaptation m e s s .  Here we propose an interactive method which 
may be used by a teleoperator to learn local portions of the trajectory domain which are rel- 
evant to a particular task. The system is setup similar to that used in the experiments shown 
in Section 5 ,  but the reference position is now given by the teleoperator. The Cartesian 
frame received from the telmperation device is used as the reference input in Cartesian 
space for the manipulator. Via the inverse kinematics of the manipulator the reference joint 
values are obtained. 

Although the low-level control loop remains the same, the operator may now control which 
trajectories should be learned. Using a pressure sensitive tmnsducer mounted on the 6DOF 
device, the pressure applied by the operator is proportional to the learning rate applied to the 
networks. In this way the operator may direct which actions should be used in modeling the 
dynamics. Another button may be used to reset the network weights after a particular task is 
completed. The operator is also provided with audio feedback to aid in guiding the learning 
process. By selecting a particular joint, the operator hears a signal whose kquency is 

Figure 10: Used for teleoperatiw experiments with SM2 , the Bird receiver mounted on a movable 
frame is shown above. Tbe Bird handle p i t i o n  in Cartesian space curresponds to the manipulator end- 
effector in the Cartesian workspace. For our experimenb, the teleoperator may look directly at the 
manipulator. 
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Figure 11: Block diagram of control flow for SMz wing teleoperathm. &represents tbe Cartesian 
reference frnme as received from the 6DOF device. j.l r'eprCseda the b n b g  rnte which Is now 
controlled by the teleopcrator. The other symbob are dehed as ptevi0usly shown la Figure 4. 

proportional to the output of the neural network associated with the particular joint. The 
audio feedback seems to be a very helpful que to the teleopenuor in conveying which trajec- 
tories the networks are actually learning to play a role in. This information aids the operator 
in ensuring that the networks have learned the dynamics for all the types of movements 
associated with the particular task at hand. With the oombination of visual interpretation of 
the manipulator's actions and audio interpetation of the network's internal state, the opera- 
tor may better understand what the network is learning. The block diagram of the entire sys- 
tem discussed is shown in Figure 11. 

Because the space teleoperation scenario is often envisioned with the conml station being 
farely remote, effort has often been devoted to the study of teleoperation with transmission 
delays from several seconds to several minutes [10,11]. At present our project is concerned 
with close-range teleoperation therefore transmission delays are not considered. Although 
small delays exist in our control loop (50 ms), we considm them marginal and moE 
interested in the effects of limited manipulator control on teleoperation. Unfortunately, little 
literature has been found to address the effects on teleoperation by limiting control via low 
feedback gains and low-pass filtering 1121. BefoE investigating the specific application of 



neural networks to teleoperation, a more general investigation of the effects of control on the 
teleoperator’s ability to direct the manipulator must precede. For now, we present several 
observations regarding teleoperator behavior and use these observations to support the 
application of neural networks for the modelingladaptation on process. Finally, a simple 
experiment is presented which supports our hypothesis that improved dynamics via neural 
networks enhances teleoperation performance. 

5.2 Summary of Preliminary Observations 
Teleoperators performing with uansmission delays commonly adopt an effective “move- 

and -wait” strategy [lo]. More specifically, the operator adopts a strategy of sequentially 
moving open loop and then waiting a delay time for correct feedback. This “move-and- 
wait” strategy was also observed by teleoperators using Sw, but the reasons for adopting it 
are different. Because SWis restricted by low feedback gains and low-pass filtering, lags in 
tracking noticeably present. At the end of a discrete teleoperated movement. a period of 
typically 0.25 to 1 .O seconds is required for the manipulator to settle to some static position. 
Although the pause the teleoperator adopts is quite small, for complex tasks the additional 
time resulting from the accumulation of pause intervals can become significant. By incorpo- 
rating the neural networks to leaning the local dynamics, the iracking lag diminishes and 
the operator is provided with a m o ~  accurate response therefore decreasing the pause 
period. 

In our preliminary experiment we are concerned with only the improvement of the manipu- 
lator to execute the &sired movements of the teleoperator. For this reason, we will avoid 
introducing other factors which would affect how the network would adapt. More specifi- 
cally, we will avoid tasks involving carrying payloads and exerting forces on external 
objects. Our selectedtask is to simply execute a sequence of motions along a beam placed in 
front of the manipulator. The beam has four markings approximately 5x5 cm in size spaced 
25 cm apart. The sequence of movements &lining the task is shown in Figure 12. Five sub- 
jects were repeatedly b e d  at completing this task. Each subject was required to touch a 
marked segment after each trajectory before proceeding to the next trajectory. Each subject 
fist executed the task four times with PID control and four times with PIDmeural control. 
This was empirically determined to be a sufficient amount of time for the subject to learn the 
task. Next, the subject executed the task again, four times with PID/Neural control and four 
times with PID control. The average task completion times for each subject using each type 
of control is shown in Table 3. Note that each time the subject used the PIDmeural control, 
a brief teleoperated W i n g  period was executed by the subject. 

J 
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Figure 12: Sequence of movements for teleoperation task. 

Table 3 

CompPrison &Average Thsk Completion Times (in seconds) 

Subject1 Subject2 Subject3 Subject4 Subject5 

improvement 193% 12.0% l2.496 w3% 17.2% 

A consistent increase in task execution speed is observed across the subjects. Despite the 
inevitable presence of other factom not discussed, a decreasc in hacking emr and pausing 
periods are observed. It remains to be seen how much improvement can potentially be 
gained by te1mperat.d learning. Furthermore, to what extent is the network learning the 
manual characteristics of the teleoperatm opposed to the dynamics of the manipulator? 



6 Conclusions 

We have presented a real-time learning control scheme using neural networks and success- 
fully implemented the scheme for a light-weight space manipulator. The approach signifi- 
cantly improved the motion precision of the manipulator by learning the flexible robot 
dynamics on-line. The trajectory error is reduced by 85% compared to the results obtained 
from conventional linear controL The appmach also possesses a high degree of generality 
and adaptability, It may be applied to different manipulators or even different domains. The 
approach of neural networks also provides rapid adaptability implicitly. This is particularly 
crucial where changes in payloads or in actual manipulator configuration may cause sub- 
stantial dynamics model updating. Panicular to a light-weight space robot, the approach 
overcomes the difficulty in real-time dynamics modeling in a micro-gravity environment. 

We have discussed issues associated with on-line mining smtegies and presented a simple 
stochastic mining scheme. We have presented a new recurrent neural network architecture 
which improves pxformance in comparison to the standard n e d  network. The proposed 
moving-average differential recurrent network succeeded in utilizing context to improve 
performance over the original network architechm by 50% where commonly used recurrent 
network approaches failed. The mcthod of teleoperator guided learning of the manipulator 
dynamics was proposed to allow temporary local modeling to aid in particular teleoperated 
tasks. 

Portions of future mearch directions may be conducted independent of the robotics 
domain. First, an effective method should be developed to find an optimal recumncy mns- 
fer function for the modeling of any unknown plant using the feedforward recurrent network 
design. Second, an obvious futun dimtion wi l l  be to investigate the neural networks' adap- 
tive capabilities with tasks, both teleoperated and autonomous, involving payloads. Third, 
future studies should funher evaluated the potential of teleopenlted guiding of dynamics 
modeling using neural networks.Interaction between the human, the manipulator, and the 
neural network must also be addressed. Particularly intriguing may be the identification of 
psychophysical issues associated with'teleoperator guided mining of neural networks in 
various real-time domains. 
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